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PECECITO MULTICOLOR
Multicolored fish

By GABRIELE CLIMA

Duomo ediciones | Children | Plastic Book | 
0-3 yrs

8 pages | 9788855060639 | $ 10.95

The water gives it color! An ideal book 
to play and learn in the bathtub.

SINOPSIS

Multicolored fish has all the colors of the 
rainbow... Or almost all, because it is 
missing one! Will you be able to find it?



Duomo ediciones | Children | Board Book | 
0-3 yrs

24 pages | 9788855061315 | $ 11.95

A comforting lesson for kids that the 
things that we fear are only as large 
or small as we make them. ― Kirkus 
Reviews

QUIEN TIENE MIEDO 
DE...

Who is Scared...
By AGNESE BARUZZI

SINOPSIS

All of the monsters escaped! What's 
going on? Have you scared them? 
Open the book again and play to get 
rid of what scares you!



LA RATITA QUESITA
The Little Rat Quesita Little Tiny

By ANTONELLA ABBATIELLO   

Duomo ediciones | Children | Board Book | 
0-3 yrs

32 pages | 9788877039965 | $ 8.95

A classic collection of the little and tiny 
series, but with enormous success: 
more than 250,000 copies sold!

SINOPSIS

Books for curious hands and eyes, with a 
great final surprise. Incredible stories in 
precious books: a collection that you 
cannot miss! To fall in love with reading at 
a young age! 



LOS BOMBEROS
Firefighters

By GIOVANNA MANTEGAZZA

Duomo ediciones | Children | Board Book | 
0-3 yrs

20 pages | 9788868907709 | $ 11.95

Do you want to become a firefighter? 
Assemble the playing field, put the 
car on the track - and rush to the 
rescue!

SINOPSIS

Who says learning has to be boring? 
This book combines hole-filled 
cardboard pages and clear PVC 
sheets to create images that 
transform as you read them to reveal 
what it's like to be a firefighter. A 
unique, careful and suggestive 
edition, which puts the world in the 
hands of the little ones so that they 
can explore it as much as they want.



Ediciones Obelisco | Children | Hardcover | 
4-8 yrs

40 pages | 9788491455943 | $ 16.95

¡LOS UNICORNIOS SON LO PEOR!
Unicorns Are the Worst!

By ALEX WILLAN

A fun, fresh take on unicorn -oh, and 
goblins, too. —Kirkus Reviews

SINOPSIS

Magic is serious business, but all the 
unicorns hang around here, have 
picnics, and leave everything covered 
in glitter. They are nothing compared 
to the practical and hardworking 
goblins, who use magic for good. 
Unicorns are no help at all.



EL GALLO QUE QUERIA 
SER UNA GALLINA

The Rooster that Wanted to be a 
Hen

By CARINE PAQUINE & LAURENCE 
DECHASSEY

Ediciones Obelisco | Children | Hardcover | 
4-8 yrs

40 pages | 9788491456162 | $ 19.95

A book in full color and a story full of humor. 
The illustrations are very eye-catching due 
to the expressiveness of their characters.

SINOPSIS

It is hatching day on the barnyard 
farm. The black, red, and white hens 
are all gathered for the event! The 
chicks hatched on this joyous 
occasion are developing rapidly, but 
George prefers to stay under the skirt 
of his mother's feathers. Jorge doesn't 
want to be a rooster. He would have 
preferred to be a hen...



LAS DRAGONAS DE DAISY
Daisy's Dragons

By FRANCES STICKLEY & 
ANNABEL TEMPEST

Ediciones Obelisco | Children | Hardcover | 
4-8 yrs

40 pages | 9788491456117 | $ 19.95

A delightful picture book which 
explores the importance of emotions.

SINOPSIS

No one but Daisy can see her dragons. 
Daisy's dragons aren't like normal 
dragons; Daisy's dragons are her 
feelings. So when Daisy has a very 
difficult day, all of a sudden, all is not 
harmony between the dragons. Sad 
keeps growing, and Angry sets fire to 
everyone and everything she sees, 
while Scared's screams distract 
everyone. Suddenly, some of Daisy's 
dragons misbehave.



¡LUNA!
Moon!

By STACY MCANULTY & S. LEWIS

Ediciones Obelisco | Children | Hardcover | 
4-8 yrs

38 pages | 9788491455998 | $ 19.95

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #30 in 
Children's Astronomy Books / #61 in 
Children's General Humor Books / Perfect 
for children -and grown-ups- who have 
questions about the greater universe. -- 
Booklist

SINOPSIS

The Moon is a natural satellite of the 
Earth. It spends time spinning around 
the Earth and on itself. The Moon is the 
star of lullabies, songs, stories and 
legends, but this is the first book 
written for children. Learn about the 
curiosities that you have (and that you 
did not know of) about the Moon, the 
best friend of the Earth in an 
entertaining, fun and very visual way.



MI PRIMER LIBRO DE BABY 
SIGN VOL. I

My first Baby Sign Book Vol. I
By ANDREA BEITIA COBO & 

IÑIGO ALVAREZ DE LARA

Edaf | Children | Board Book | 4-8 yrs
20 pages | 9788441441354 | $ 15.95

Baby Sign Spain was born from a family 
project based on love and teamwork.

SINOPSIS

An educational project for parents and 
children that favors increased stimulation, 
linguistic and sensorimotor development in 
babies through the incorporation of words 
in several languages. With the Baby Sign 
Spain® method, by Andrea and Iñigo, 
babies will discover words and learn to 
reproduce them with signs thanks to the 
explanatory illustrations, both in Spanish 
and English.



MI PRIMER LIBRO DE 
BABY SIGN VOL. II

My first Baby Sign Book Vol. II
By ANDREA BEITIA COBO & 

IÑIGO ALVAREZ DE LARA

Edaf | Children | Board Book | 4-8 yrs
20 pages | 9788441441361 | $ 15.95

Baby Sign Spain was born from a family 
project based on love and teamwork.

SINOPSIS

An educational project for parents and children 
that favors increased stimulation, linguistic and 
sensorimotor development in babies through 
the incorporation of words in several 
languages. With the Baby Sign Spain® method, 
by Andrea and Iñigo, babies will discover words 
and learn to reproduce them with signs thanks 
to the explanatory illustrations, both in Spanish 
and English.



OLGA DE PAPEL 1. EL VIAJE 
EXTRAORDINARIO
Olga Made of Paper

By ELISABETTA GNONE 

Duomo ediciones | Children | Hardcover | 4-8 
yrs

320 pages | 9788417128593 | $ 17.95

Olga made of paper is a story about the 
importance of telling stories. This is more than a 
book. It’s an extraordinary journey into a world 
where anything is possible. For readers of all 
ages.

SINOPSIS

A story about universal values for all ages... 
This is a true story. It is the story of when Mr. 
Yubat's trained bear, in the end, cut me in two 
and the little dock man beat me with zeal. He 
always carries a roll of tape with him, because 
from time to time he detaches himself from 
the bottom of the box and falls out. The flying 
woman wanted to lend me one of her band-
aids, but I think that if they cut you in two, it 
takes something stronger to hold you 
together.



OLGA DE PAPEL 3. MISTERIOSA
Olga Made of Paper 3

By ELISABETTA GNONE

Duomo ediciones | Children | Hardcover | 4-8 
yrs

216 pages | 9788417761172 | $ 17.95

The new project by the author of Fairy 
Oak. To become adults, you have to 
remain being a child, a little.

SINOPSIS

If it hadn't been for her clothes, which were too 
big for her, she would have looked like any 
other girl: neither tall nor short, neither thin 
nor fat, not ugly and maybe even a little pretty, 
intelligent, yes, but not a genius; in short, an 
ordinary girl. She also had a common name, 
one like so many others, but everyone called 
her Mysterious.



BICHOS Y MÁS BICHOS
Bugs and More Bugs

By CARMEN LOPEZ & ALBERT PINILLA

Editorial San Pablo | Children | Hardcover | 4-
8 yrs

34 pages | 9788428552028 | $ 16.95

A collection designed for children from 3 to 10 
years old. The author has designed her best 
stories to help children grow, manage their 
emotions and enjoy the pleasure of reading.

SINOPSIS
 

Nico loves bugs and enjoys scaring his sister with 
them. Nico only does it because he's funny and he 
doesn't realize that Clara is suffering, but he will 
learn to put himself in other people's shoes.

OTROS TITULOS DE LA COLECCION:

 LA PRINCESA DE GUISANTE (The Pea Princess) - 
9788428552035

 ¡HASTA LA LUNA! (To the moon!) – 9788428552042
 BRUJA O HADA (Witch or Fairy) - 9788428552059
 AQUÍ NO HAY MONSTRUOS (There are no Monsters Here) 

– 9788428553865
 EL GIGANTE MENGUANTE (The Shrinking Giant) – 

9788428553872
 LA PRINCESA ESTÁ TRISTE (The Princess is Sad) – 

9788428556194
 LA ULTIMA PATALETA (The Last Tantrum) - 

9788428556200



CONTAMINACION POR 
PLASTICO

Plastic Pollution
By ANDREE POULIN & JEAN MORIN

Ediciones Obelisco | Children | Hardcover | 9-
12 yrs

64 pages | 9788491456056 | $ 23.95

A fun addition for those looking for a better 
planet and teaching children about 
pollution. Rich with ideas and vocabulary, 
the authors have created a wonderfully 
entertaining book.

SINOPSIS
 

Plastic is everywhere. In the air and on the 
ground. On top of mountains and in the 
depths of the oceans. In our water and in 
our food. The planet can't digest that much 
plastic. Why are our oceans so sick? Why 
are microplastics so dangerous? To combat 
plastic pollution, you have to understand 
it. In a simple way, this document 
exhaustively reviews the environmental 
problem.



LA GUIA DEL ARTISTA PARA 
DIBUJAR MANGA

The Artist's Guide to Drawing 
Manga

By BEN KREFTA

Ediciones Obelisco | Children | Paperback | 9-
12 yrs

128 pages | 9788491456018 | $ 16.95

This full-colour workbook celebrates the 
originality and diversity of different 
manga styles and provides you with the 
tools to bring your own characters to life.

SINOPSIS
 

Jump into the fascinating world of drawing 
manga with this amazing guide. Artist Ben 
Krefta shows you how to build characters 
from a provided figure, capture faces with 
different characteristics and expressions, 
create unique characters, and design 
action scenes in full color. This guide 
includes step-by-step examples that will 
help both beginners and those with 
experience.



EL ELEFANTE
The Elephant

By PETER CARNAVAS

Batiscafo Libros | Children | Paperback | 9-12 
yrs

190 pages | 9788418930911 | $ 19.95

A jewel of a middle-grade novel about a 
resilient little girl who longs for her dad to 
break free from the elephant of his depression.

SINOPSIS
 

When Olive's dad drags himself to work in 
the morning, the elephant goes with him. 
When he comes home again, so does the 
elephant. It's always there, heavy and 
silent, casting a shadow of sadness over 
him. Olive knows it has been like this since 
her mother passed away when she was a 
year old, and she can't stand to see her 
father burdened anymore.



NOMBRE EN CLAVE: X
Code Name X

By KANG GYEONG-SU

Duomo ediciones | Children | Hardcover | 9-12 
yrs

320 pages | 9788419004611 | $ 19.95

Code name X is the latest in Bronze La Value 
Prize winner in new fantasy spy action!

SINOPSIS
 

Blu Kang is eleven years old and is only 
interested in rap and skateboarding. But 
everything changes radically when Violeta, 
a secret agent, appears in his life. "Agent 
Blu, come with me! This threat must be 
stopped." Suddenly, Blu Kang joins a Top-
Secret mission with Violeta. There are five 
suspects. Who is the real culprit?



FAIRY OAK 3. EL PODER DE LA LUZ
Fairy Oak 3 The Power of the Light

By ELISABETTA GNONE

Duomo ediciones | Children | Hardcover | 9-12 
yrs

400 pages | 9788418538957 | $ 19.95

Beautifully illustrated collection, full-color 
pages on glossy paper. A classic that 
accumulates 4 million copies sold.

SINOPSIS
 

Everything seems lost. However, the Light has yet 
to show its power, and love hides a secret. The 
Dark Lord's plan has worked: fear of betrayal eats 
away at Fairy Oak, forcing Periwinkle to run away. 
The twins are separated. The old alliance between 
Light and Darkness has been broken. The magical 
defense collapses, the war is lost. But maybe not 
everything is as it seems.

OTROS TITULOS DE LA COLECCION
 
 FAIRY OAK 2  (Fairy Oak 2. The Spell of Darkness) - 

9788418538940 
 FAIRY OAK 1 (Fairy Oak 1. The Twins' Secret) - 

9788418538889



LAS HISTORIAS MAS TERRIBLES 
DE MONSTRUOS MITOLOGICOS

The Most Terrible Stories of 
Mythological Monsters

By ELISA BELLOTTI & LUISA MATTIA

Editorial Gribaudo | Children | Hardcover | 9-
12 yrs

192 pages | 9788417127572 | $ 20.95

A captivating book that is full of 
interesting creatures and monsters 
from myths and lore. A fun book for 
kids and adults alike.

SINOPSIS
 

Monsters represent our fears, the unknown 
and unexpected aspects of life. They can 
be terrifying, like the Fenrir of Norse 
mythology; they can be fascinating, like 
the bewitching sirens who try to drag 
Odysseus into the abyss, or they can be 
embodied in creatures like Oyuki, whose 
thirst for revenge drives her to self-
destruction. All are ingredients of a 
charming universe.



MITOS Y LEYENDAS DE JAPON
Myths and Legends of Japan

By STEFANIA VITI

Editorial Gribaudo | Children | Hardcover | 9-
12 yrs

192 pages | 9788417127497 | $ 19.95

This book is charmingly retold in 
English. Handsomely illustrated book 
for young readers about myths of 
gods, heroes, warriors and  much 
more.

SINOPSIS
 

Japanese culture is full of stories and 
legends. Myths as well as popular tales of 
heroes, monsters and ghosts animate 
these narratives. The anthology selects the 
best-known stories from the Kojiki (Ancient 
Book of Written Things) and the Nihonshoki 
(Annals of Japan) and adapts them to 
children and teens. A splendid set, 
entertaining and fun. Also suitable for 
adults!



GRACELING 1
LA ASESINA Y EL PRINCIPE

Graceling
By KRISTIN CASHORE

Ediciones Urano | Young Adult | Paperback | 
13+ yrs

480 pages | 9788417854669 | $ 22.95

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #55 in YA 
Fiction on Girls' & Women's Issues / #78 in 
Teen & Young Adult Science Fiction & 
Dystopian Romance / A New York Times 
bestseller * ALA Best Book for Young Adults 
* Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Children's 
Literature Winn

SINOPSIS
 

Katsa is smart and beautiful and lives in 
the Seven Kingdoms where selected people 
are born with a Grace, a special talent that 
can be anything at all. Katsa's Grace is 
killing. As the king's niece, she is forced to 
use her extreme skills as his brutal 
enforcer. Until the day she meets Prince Po, 
who is Graced with combat skills, and 
Katsa's life begins to change.



LAS CRONICAS DE SPIDERWICK VOL. 1
The Field Guide

By HOLLY BLACK & TONY DITERLIZZI

Ediciones Urano | Young Adult | Paperback | 
13+ yrs

128 pages | 9788417854584 | $ 10.95

In honor of the tenth anniversary of the #1 
New York Times bestselling Spiderwick 
Chronicles series, which has more than 12 
million copies in print worldwide, this series 
features an original cover with all-new art 
from Tony DiTerlizzi.

SINOPSIS
 

After finding a mysterious, handmade field guide in 
the attic of the ramshackle old mansion theyâ€™ve 
just moved into, Jared; his twin brother, Simon; and 
their older sister, Mallory, discover that thereâ€™s a 
magical and maybe dangerous world existing parallel 
to our ownâ€”the world of faerie. The Grace children 
want to share their story, but the faeries will do 
everything possible to stop them.OTROS TITULOS DE LA COLECCION

 LAS CRONICAS DE SPIDERWICK. VOL. 2  (The Seeing Stone) – 
9788417854591

 LAS CRONICAS DE SPIDERWICK. VOL. 3 (Lucinda's Secret)  - 
9788417854607

 LAS CRONICAS DE SPIDERWICK. VOL. 4 (The Ironwood Tree) – 
9788417854706

 LAS CRONICAS DE SPIDERWICK. VOL. 5 (The Wrath of Mulgarath) - 
9788417854713



ESCUELA DEL BIEN Y DEL MAL 3.
EL ULTIMO PARA SIEMPRE

The School for Good and Evil #3: The Last Ever Aft
By SOMAN CHAININI

Ediciones Urano | Young Adult | Paperback | 
13+ yrs

640 pages | 9788417854577 | $ 23.95

A New York Times best seller * The School for Good and 
Evil is the #1 movie now streaming on Netflix. Soman 
Chainani delivers action, adventure, laughter, romance, 
and more fairy-tale twists than ever before.

SINOPSIS
 

Former best friends Sophie and Agatha thought their 
ending was sealed when they went separate ways, but 
their storybook is about to be rewritten -theirs isn't the 
only one. With the girls apart, Evil has taken over and 
the forces of Good are in deathly peril. Will Agatha and 
Sophie be able to work together to save them? Will they 
find their way to being friends again?

OTROS TITULOS DE LA COLECCION

 LA ESCUELA DEL BIEN Y DEL MAL 1 (The School for Good and Evil) 
- 9788492918430

 LA ESCUELA DEL BIEN Y DEL MAL 2 (A World without Princess)  - 
9788492918492

 LA ESCUELA DEL BIEN Y DEL MAL 4 (Quest for Glory) – 
9788417854621

 LA ESCUELA DEL BIEN Y DEL MAL 5 (A Crystal of Time) - 
9788417854638

 LA ESCUELA DEL BIEN Y DEL MAL 6 (One True King) - 
9788417854645



YO TE INVENTE
Made You Up

By FRANCESCA ZAPPIA

Editorial Diamante | Young Adult | Paperback | 
13+ yrs

360 pages | 9786079789701 | $ 26.95

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #113 in 
Teen & Young Adult Fiction on 
Depression & Mental Health (Books)

SINOPSIS
 

Armed with a take-no-prisoners attitude, 
her camera, a Magic 8 Ball, and her only 
ally (her sister), Alex wages a war against 
her schizophrenia, determined to stay sane 
long enough to get into college. Before she 
knows it, Alex is making friends, going to 
parties, falling in love, and experiencing all 
the usual rites of passage for teenagers. 
But Alex is used to being crazy.



EL ARTE DE LA GUERRA
The Art of War

By SUN TZU

Editorial Selector | Young Adult | Paperback | 
13+ yrs

88 pages | 9786074537628 | $ 7.95

This is an illustrated version for 
young readers. The Art of War is 
among the greatest classics of 
military literature ever written. Sun 
Tzu warfare is as applicable today as 
when the book was written some 
2,500 years ago

SINOPSIS
 

It is not only a book of military 
practice, but a treatise that teaches 
the supreme strategy of wisely 
applying knowledge of human nature 
in moments of confrontation.



ANA DE LAS TEJAS VERDES 4. 
ANA LA DE ALAMOS VENTOSOS

Anne of Windy Poplars
By LUCY MAUD MONTGOMERY   

Duomo ediciones | Young Adult | Paperback | 
13+ yrs

352 pages | 9788419004420 | $ 15.95

A popular classic story presented beautifully for 
children that inspired the hit TV show. Later the novels 
inspired the Netflix series. New publication by Duomo 
Ediciones that have sold more than 50,000 copies.

SINOPSIS
 

Anne of Windy Willows details Anne Shirley's 
experiences over three years teaching at a high school. 
Here her biggest challenge is the high-status Pringles 
family who are not what one would expect them to be. 
Anne captures her experiences in letters to Gilbert 
Blythe, who is completing medical school. Read Anne's 
journey and find out how she overcomes the hard 
times. OTROS TITULOS DE LA COLECCION

 
 ANA, LA DE LA ISLA (Ana of the Island) – 9788418538476
 ANA, LA DE LAS TEJAS VERDES (Anne of Green Gables) – 

9788418128950
 ANA, LA DE AVONLEA (Ana of Avonlea) - 9788418538261
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